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Abstract—The optimal design and synthesis of distillation systems remains one of the most challenging problems in process engineering. The goal of this paper is to introduce an evolutionary approach for the optimization of the total energy consumption of distillation systems with constraints. Moreover, the contribution of this paper is a novel constraint handling technique that manages design goals as equality constraints, such as the purity and the recovery of the final components. In the literature of these problems, there is a use of inequality constraints; although easy to apply, they may lead the search to suboptimal solutions. The case study is a distillation column sequence (DCS) for the separation of four components; this problem is easy to describe yet complex to solve so our approach can show its advantages. The evolutionary algorithm Boltzmann Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (BUMDA), performs the optimization. AspenONE software is used for the rigorous evaluation of the fitness function of the population. The results show the efficacy performance of the proposed approach reaching near optimal designs in less than 3000 function evaluations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The distillation process is one of the most studied and utilized separation methods in the chemical industry. It is well known that such a process demands high levels of energy consumption for its normal operation, but also it is known that they are highly inefficient. A large amount of research work has been done to improve the energy efficiency of distillation systems, focusing in either the design of optimal distillation schemes, or improving internal column efficiency. For the sake of a visual and improved introduction to the distillation problem, the typical distillation column is shown in Figure 1. The column has $N_T$ stages, there is a feed location at some stage $N_F$, $1 \leq N_F \leq N_T$. In that location a mixture is fed into the column. End product $C1$ is obtained at the top of the column after passing through a Condenser ($\text{Cond}$). From the condenser some portion of $C1$ is returned into the tower in an amount called Reflux Ratio ($RR$). From the bottom of the tower the rest of the mixture (without $C1$) passes through a reboiler ($\text{Reb1}$) and some portion is taken back into the tower. The design variables are $N_T$, $N_F$, and $RR$; the optimization goal is to find the values for such variables that minimize the total heat duty ($Q$), of the column, subject to a desired value of purity and recovery of each product. An additional (inequality) constraint is the maximum number of stages of the column. In this paper, all computations of the column model are performed by the commercial software AspenONE®. The purity and the recovery are values that the design tool has to achieve with high precision, otherwise, the column is useless if the purity or recovery are off the target. Likewise, the column becomes more expensive if the products are obtained with a purity greater than the requested target.

The optimization of any distillation system is a computer problem of large size with a significant number of strongly nonlinear equations that causes serious numerical difficulties. For many years the deterministic approaches (i.e. gradient based) have been developed and applied to the design of DCS, however, the evolutionary based approaches have only been explored with some success in the recent years. Deterministic strategies tackle the problem considering the distillation sequence as superstructures which, basically, have been solved with mixed-integer linear programming and nonlinear programming approaches. Other approaches consider reduced models ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]). Some of these reduced methods can provide useful results,
however, it would be desirable to incorporate rigorous models in the synthesis procedures in order to increase their industrial relevance and scope of application, particularly for non-ideal mixtures. These rigorous MINLP synthesis models exhibit significant difficulties, such as: equations that can become singular, the solution of many redundant equations, and the requirement of good initialization points. Computing a solution with any of these methods is a very intensive number crunching task.

The stochastic algorithms can deal with multi-modal and non-convex problems in a effective way, and reducing the mentioned limitations. They are a suitable alternative for the design and optimization of complex separation schemes using rigorous models [11]. Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to chemical engineering design with some success ([12], [13], [14], [15], [16]). In this paper an Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) called Boltzmann Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (BUMDA) [26] is used for the optimization of distillation column sequences (DCS). A constraint handling technique that deals with equality and inequality constraints is also proposed.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section II an introduction to distillation columns and to the distillation problem is presented. Section III presents a review of evolutionary approaches applied to the design of DCS. Section IV describes the parameters of a distillation column, whereas Section V presents the Boltzmann Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (BUMDA), and the constraint handling technique adopted for the design of DCS. Section VI is the experimental section and presents the case study: optimization of distillation column sequence to separate a mixture of 4 components. In Section VII the results of the experiments are discussed from several perspectives, and in Section VIII the conclusion of this work are provided.

II. DISTILLATION FUNDAMENTALS AND THE DISTILLATION PROBLEM

Simply speaking, distillation is the process of vaporizing a liquid, condensing the vapor, and collecting the condensate in another container. This technique is useful for separating a liquid mixture when the components have different boiling points, or when one of the components will be distilled. It is one of the principal methods of purifying a liquid. Distillation can be defined as: a process in which a liquid or vapor mixture of two or more substances is separated into its component fractions of desired purity, by the application and removal of heat. Distillation is based on the fact that the vapor of a boiling mixture will be richer in the components that have lower boiling points. Therefore, when this vapor is cooled and condensed, the condensate will contain more of the volatile components. At the same time, the original mixture will contain more of the less volatile material. In the traditional distillation of a pure substance, vapor rises from the distillation flask (reboiler) and comes into contact with a thermometer that records its temperature, the vapor then passes through a condenser, which condenses the vapor and passes it into the receiving flask (condenser) [38]. See Figure 1.

The reflux ratio plays an important role in the column design: to small reflux corresponds large number of stages. Likewise, for large reflux the column is shorter (with less stages), therefore cheaper. In continuous distillation the reboiler and the condenser consume large amounts of energy. When the purity and recovery targets are introduced into this formulation we get a complex trade-off of variables for the optimization problem. For instance, a larger reflux ratio would increase the energy consumption and the tower diameter but it decreases the number of stages with undesirable effects on the purity of the product [38].

The distillation columns can be designed with the short or the rigorous method. The short methods are used to estimate the minimum number of stages and the minimum reflux ratio. The rigorous methods work with the MESH equations (Mass, Equilibrium, Sum and Heat), and the distillation column model is a cascade of stages (the output of one stage is the input to the next). Thus, the MESH equations are solved for each stage.

As mentioned, this set of equations provides the mathematical model for a distillation column. In any case, the model shows a coupled structure such that the full set of equations must be solved simultaneously. The complete design of the distillation system should provide the tray structure of each column and the operating conditions (such as pressure and temperature) that minimize a given objective function, for instance, the total yearly cost. The design of such distillation system yields a complicated optimization problem which requires a mixed-integer nonlinear programming formulation.

The MESH equations are a highly non linear problem specially difficult to solve due to the phases equilibria relationships. This means that it is necessary to include a model that describes the system behavior through the phases equilibrium relationship. There are different models, for example Chao-Seader, UNIQUAC and NRTL, which are applied in agreement with the mixture characteristics. In this paper the Chao-Seader model is chosen, and Aspen Plus instructed to use it for the model computation.

III. EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS DISTILLATION COLUMNS: RELATED WORK

Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to column design in chemical processes, however, the application is not as common as in other areas of engineering. The following description is an account of interesting contributions found in the specialized literature: Fraga and Matas [12], used genetic algorithms to optimize batch distillation columns to split three components azeotropic mixtures. Thereafter, Kolbe and Wenzel [27], established a genetic algorithm to design dividing wall distillation columns used in the petrochemical cuts. This algorithm reduces the difficulties of convergence and the number of rigorous simulations required of these columns; the fitness function in this algorithm is the minimization of total annual cost, and the results of the implementation of such algorithm showed important advantages in the design obtained for this distillation sequence. Later, Tarafder et al., [28], made an analysis about optimal possible solutions of chemical processes using multi objective optimization and genetic algorithms. Results discussed the Pareto front of several design problems. At the same time, Gutierrez-Antonio [29], presented a study of analysis, design and optimization of azeotropic distillation columns. The design methodology is based on genetic algorithm, where the goal is the minimization of both the heat
V. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

In this work we implement the Boltzmann Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (BUMDA), a class of EDA which was designed after the Boltzmann distribution [26]. It is well known that this distribution is well defined for an infinite number of samples, thus an approximation is taken to overcome the problem of a limited size population. BUMDA assumes the population is infinite so the Boltzmann distribution is known everywhere. Then, using a sample of finite size, the parameters of the Normal distribution that best approximates the Boltzmann distribution in the sense of the Kullback-Leibler divergence are computed. The mean and variance of the Normal distribution are computed as shown in Figure 3. The BUMDA algorithm is quite simple. A population is initialized between the bounds of the search space, and the fitness function calculated. 20% of the best individuals are stored in the selected set, and used to compute the mean and variance parameters of the Normal distribution. Then new individuals are simulated from a Normal distribution with the same parameters to populate the next generation. BUMDA performs a re-start procedure of the population which is triggered when the variance is reset after reaching some threshold value. The
initial threshold for the variance is 1.0, however, this value is reduced to a new value which is a factor of 0.5 of the previous. The re-start step promotes diversity and exploration of the population as it can be observed in Figure 5. The algorithm iterates for a predefined number of generations.

The BUMDA algorithm includes a constraint handling method for equality and non-equality constraints. An equality constraint is converted to an inequality with an $\epsilon$ threshold. For instance, the equality constraint:

$$g(x) - k = 0$$

is treated as:

$$|(g(x) - k)| \leq \epsilon$$

Thus, the constraint is evaluated to true when $(g(x) - k)$ is inside the interval $[-\epsilon, +\epsilon]$. The threshold $\epsilon$ is reduced to the half when the whole population makes true all the constraints.

The optimization approach described in this paper has been developed using an interface which links the optimizer BUMDA (Master, coded in MatLab© with the modular simulator Aspen Plus©(Fitness Function Evaluator) through the Excel©(Date Base). In this interface the BUMDA algorithm needs one individual physically feasible to begin the optimization process. Here, physically feasible implies that for a distillation column, the feed stage must be smaller than the total number of stages, and the reflux ratio is greater than zero. The BUMDA algorithm generates individuals with the proper dimensionality, which are sent to Aspen Plus©, one by one, in order to simulate the distillation scheme and get the values of the fitness function evaluated with constraints. With this information, BUMDA algorithm sorts the individuals according to the penalization strategy described in Figure 4, and the best individuals are chosen to compute the parameters of the Normal distribution that will populate the next generation.

We study a mixture made of four linear aliphatic hydrocarbons fed at a flow-rate of 45.36kmol/h in the first column as saturated liquid. The characteristics and the purity and recovery design goals (equality constraints) of the mixture are presented in Table I. The proportion of each component is shown in mól fraction. Each component must be delivered with the specified purity and recovery. The design pressure for the separation was chosen to ensure the use of cooling water in the condensers.

### Constraint Handling for Distillation Train Design

1. Evaluate individual $I$
   $$Q_{\text{total}} \leftarrow \text{AspenPlus}(I)$$
   If (convergence(Aspen) == false) {
     $$Q_{\text{fitness}} = 1E9; \ x_{\text{pur}}^o = 0.01; \ x_{\text{rec}}^o = 0.01; \ u_{i}^o = 0; \ w_{i}^{\text{rec}} = 0; \ viola_{\text{pur}} = 0; \ viola_{\text{rec}} = 0;$$
     Return ($Q_{\text{fitness}}$); }
2. Penalize $Q_{\text{total}}$ with the violated constraints of purity and recovery of each component $Q_{\text{pur}} = 0$ ;
   For $i = 1$ to #Components
     If ( abs ($x_{\text{pur}}^o - x_{\text{pur}}$) > $\epsilon$ ) {
       $$w_{i}^{\text{pur}} = 10(x_{\text{pur}}^o - x_{\text{pur}})^2;$$
       $$Q_{\text{pur}} = Q_{\text{total}} + w_{i}^{\text{pur}} \times Q_{\text{total}};$$
       $$viola_{\text{pur}} = viola_{\text{pur}} + 1 ;$$
     } EndFor
   $$Q_{\text{rec}} = 0;$$
   For $i = 1$ to #Components
     If ( abs ($x_{\text{rec}}^o - x_{\text{rec}}$) > $\epsilon$ ) {
       $$w_{i}^{\text{rec}} = 10(x_{\text{rec}}^o - x_{\text{rec}})^2;$$
       $$Q_{\text{rec}} = Q_{\text{total}} + w_{i}^{\text{rec}} \times Q_{\text{total}};$$
       $$viola_{\text{rec}} = viola_{\text{rec}} + 1 ;$$
     } EndFor
   $$Q_{\text{pen}} = Q_{\text{total}} + Q_{\text{pur}} + Q_{\text{rec}};$$
3. Penalize $Q_{\text{pen}}$ by the number of constraints violated
   If ( (viola_{\text{pur}} + viola_{\text{rec}}) > 0 ) {
     $$w_{\text{num-pen}} \leftarrow \text{GetFactors}, w(C_{\text{viola}});$$
     $$Q_{\text{num-pen}} = w_{\text{num-pen}} \times Q_{\text{pen}} ;$$
   } else
     $$Q_{\text{num-pen}} = Q_{\text{pen}} ;$$
4. Penalize $Q_{\text{num-pen}}$ by #Stages in each column and get $Q_{\text{fitness}}$
   $$N_{\text{stages}} = N_1 + \cdots + N_k ;$$
   If ($N_{\text{stages}} < N_{\text{max-stages}}$) {
     $$w_{\text{stages}} = \frac{N_{\text{max-stages}} - N_{\text{stages}}}{N_{\text{max-stages}}};$$
     $$Q_{\text{pen-stages}} = w_{\text{stages}} \times Q_{\text{num-pen}} ;$$
     $$Q_{\text{fitness}} \leftarrow Q_{\text{pen-stages}} ;$$
   } else
     $$Q_{\text{fitness}} \leftarrow Q_{\text{pen-stages}} ;$$
5. Return ($Q_{\text{fitness}}$)

![Fig. 4. The constraint handling technique used with BUMDA for the optimization of a distillation train.](image)

### TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF CASE OF STUDY 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the mixture</th>
<th>Design Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>n-butane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>n-pentane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>n-hexane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>n-heptane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phase equilibrium for liquid of this mixture is calculated with the Chao-Seader model, because is usually recommended for hydrocarbon mixtures operating at low or medium pressure ([35]).

As mentioned, BUMDA performs the optimization of the total heat duty (fitness function, $Q$) subject to design constraints, with continuous and discrete variables. The variables
The problem is stated as follows:

Minimize Total Heat Duty $Q_T$


Subject to:

$$x_{i}^{\text{pur}} = x_{i}^{\text{rec}}$$
$$x_{i}^{\text{pur}} = x_{i}^{\text{rec}}$$

Where: $N_{T,B1}$, $N_{T,B2}$ and $N_{T,B3}$ are total stages number; $N_{F,B1}$, $N_{F,B2}$ and $N_{F,B3}$ are the feed stage locations; and $RR_{B1}$, $RR_{B2}$ and $RR_{B3}$ are reflux ratios, in each column; $x_{i}^{\text{pur}}$, $x_{i}^{\text{rec}}$ and $x_{i}^{\text{pur}}$, $x_{i}^{\text{rec}}$ are the vectors of required and obtained purities and recoveries, respectively; $\epsilon = 3E - 4$.

For this study case 3000 fitness function evaluations were made with a population of 30 individuals. The time required to perform the optimization is about 6 hours. The simulation was run on a PC computer with i5 processor core, clock frequency at 2.8 GHz, and 16 GB of RAM. As mentioned, Figure 5 shows the behavior of the BUMDA algorithm with re-start on our minimization problem. It is important to note that each time this mechanism is activated the fitness function value is again minimized, therefore, the re-start procedure is useful.

Figure 6 shows the best results obtained from 30 runs. The minimum fitness function value is 7.30 MBTU/h and the worst is 14.30 MBTU/h. The descriptive statistics of the fitness function are: average, median, standard deviation and variance, with values 10.05, 9.52, 1.96, 3.87, respectively.

VII. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

From the results obtained once the design constraints have been satisfied or at least they are considerably accepted, both the heat duty and the stage number are taken as the representative parameters which will give us an idea about the feasibility of the design keeping on mind economical, dynamic performance and environmental sceneries. Keeping this view in mind, and remembering the trade-off between stages number and heat duty (the greater the number of stages the less the heat duty), a very worthy analysis is derived from a detailed study of their behavior. Thus, when these are plotted as shown in the Figure 6 (as black dots), we can see that there exists a distribution which is found between 50 to 100 stages, and with a heat duty range located from 7.3 MBTU/h to 15 MBTU/h. At the same time, it is important to observe that most of the solutions lie on a range of 55 and 75 stages, and between 7.3 and 12 MBTU/h. Only a few isolated points are located after stage 80. Furthermore, it is essential to note that the best compromise (the combined effect of all variables), is located at stage 72 and 7.3 MBTU/h. In fact, it can be established that the best design is precisely one whose minimum fitness function value has the the average number of stages. In terms of design this solution represents a good candidate for further analysis, such as dynamic performance, economical feasibility and environmental impact. Furthermore, in Figure 6 there are additional points which correspond to the best values obtained with experiments carried out using the NSGA-II multiobjective optimization algorithm. In this plot, and considering the same two variables in discussion (heat duty and stages number), it is possible to observe that the values generated by the BUMDA algorithm present a better behavior on both variables. We can easily state this because graphically one can see that the BUMDA solutions dominate the NSGA-II solutions. This mean that, in general terms, the BUMDA design will be economically cheaper and would cause less environmental impact (due to the shorter columns and the use of less energy the carbon dioxide emissions will be reduced). In conclusion, the best NSGA-II design obtained 77 stages and a heat duty equal to 8.3 MBTU/h. These results were improved by our approach with a design with 72 stages and 7.3 MBTU/h.

The best and worst solutions obtained with BUMDA Algorithm are presented in Table II. They are compared with the best results reported by [37] using the same distillation train and same characteristics of the mixture. As it can be observed, the best design found by the BUMDA algorithm needs less total stage number while in terms of energy it requires approximately the same total heat duty. In addition, considering the purity as one of the most important constraints, the BUMDA algorithm meets the target values within a very little tolerance. The other approach exceeds this value on all components (do not use equality constraints).

A more detailed explanations will allow us to identify more
interesting features of the best and worst design generated by BUMDA and NSGA-II (see Table II). It is possible to observe that in energy terms the best solution of the BUMBA algorithm has a heat duty approximately one thousand BTU/h less than the best reported by the NSGA-II. Regarding the number of stages, the NSGA-II shows a superior value larger in 6 stages. Likewise, the feed stage location in the column 1 and column 3 are only slightly different on both optimizers, while in the case of column 3 the feed stage corresponds is the 17 in the case of the BUMDA, whereas for the NSGA-II it is located on the stage 8. Besides, the reflux ratio values determined in column 1 and column 2 for the best in NSGA-II design are higher than the best of the BUMDA. This is due to the combined effect between the stages number and the feed stage location. Nonetheless, the situation is inverted in the column 1 and column 3 where the best of the BUMDA works with a superior reflux ratio than the NSGA-II. On the other side, taking into consideration the worst solution found by the BUMDA algorithm it can be noted that in general it has fewer total stages in the column 1, but in the others columns the stages number is less than the best designs presented, with its feed stage located above the feed stage of the best designs, particularly in the column 2 and column 3. However, in the column 1 it was placed below in relation with the best designs. Also, it is important to mention that the reflux ratio values were found similar at the best stage of the best designs, particularly in the column designs presented, with its feed stage located above the feed stage of the best design. This approach incorporates the design goals as equality constraints through a constraint handling method based on penalty functions which uses the summation of constraint violations. The maximum number of stages is also managed but as an inequality constraint. The most important conclusion is that the best design was found with low numeric effort, short computing time and good success rate, highlighting the fact that the reintialization mechanism of the variance allowed major exploration on the search space and diversification of the population, reducing the possibility of remaining on local optimal; giving as result best values along of the optimization process. The presented approach improves the NSGA-II results from any perspective.

### VIII. Conclusions

A design methodology for generating (near) optimal designs of distillation column sequences that separate mixtures with \( N \) components has been presented. A constraint handling technique suitable for distillation columns was attached to the Boltzmann Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (BUMDA). Aspen Plus\textsuperscript{©} was used for the rigorous evaluation of the fitness function.

This study verifies that the approach presented in this paper, BUMDA with constraint handling, is a powerful and robust tool capable of optimizing processes in chemical engineering, and potentially useful in other engineering areas.
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1) Give the parameter and stopping criterion:
\textbf{nsample} \leftarrow \text{Number of individuals to be sample.}
\textbf{minvar} \leftarrow \text{minimum variance allowed before restart}

2) Uniformly generate the initial population \( P_0 \), set \( t = 0 \).

3) While \( t < \text{maxgenerations} \)
   a) \( t \leftarrow t + 1 \)
   b) \textbf{Evaluate fitness} \( g(x) \) \textbf{with constraints as shown in Figure 4}, sort, and store the best 20% of the population
   c) Call this set the selected set. The size of this set is \( nselect \).
   d) Compute the approximation to \( \mu \) and \( \sigma^2 \) (mean and variance for either dimension) with the selected set, as follows:
      \[ \mu \approx \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{nselect} x_i \bar{g}(x_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{nselect} \bar{g}(x_i)} , \quad \sigma^2 \approx \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{nselect} \bar{g}(x_i)(x_i-\mu)^2}{1+\sum_{i=1}^{nselect} \bar{g}(x_i)} , \]
      where \( \bar{g}(x_i) = g(x) - g(x_{nselect}) + 1 \).
      Note: the individuals can be sorted to simplify the computation, and \( g(x_{nselect}) \) is the minimum (for maximization case) objective value of the selected individuals.
   e) If \( \sigma^2 < \text{minvar} \) then \( \{ \sigma^2=\text{minvar}; \text{minvar}=\text{minvar} \times 0.15 \} \)
   f) Generate \( \text{nsample} - 1 \) individuals from a Normal model \( N(\mu, \sigma^2) \), and insert the elite individual.

4) Return the elite individual as the best approximation to the optimum.

Fig. 3. Pseudo-code for BUMDA